so we're going to have Ted and Jerry just share some reactions that we have the you know the folks who wrote the book in the room and to see if they have any um insights about our congregations these congregations and maybe some other things that you might have um just that might be helpful

yeah the first thing I want to say is that I'm so heartened just to hear everything um you know because it's so easy as so many people working um on a computer in their in their living room that if that one it's easy to forget that there are real people out there that use the stuff and whose lives get improved so thank you for that that's really quite something the other thing I want to say that is also related to that is it's more reflection back to the people who have spoken but I think it's also interesting for everybody else who was listening and to whom this might have been new is what I was particularly heightened by is how much ownership I was hearing in you of your system ownership of your system like this is ours we use it like it's and it's interesting because governance often is invisible right it's often something that we think like oh this is just something for fancy you know marble halls and what we try to do is we try to do we try to bring governance back to the people to almost like reclaim it right because governance for me is the connection between the people that I care about that care about the same thing that I care about that I work together with and the thing I want to do that I'm willing to spend even my volunteer time on so you know if you if you put a hundred people into one room and say let's do this one thing it's going to be chaos right so governance is like the plumbing or the wiring in between those two very very dear to my heart things so I would want that system that does that for us to be a system that I fully own like a you know like a shoe that I've worn for a long time or like a coat that I put on and it feels like home and that's what I heard in what you've how you've spoken about it and I just find that absolutely beautiful and that brings me to another thing I want to reflect on as Ben was saying there are many different entryways and it is a little bit of a jump right to change your governance system and often and I'm sure we will talk about that more in breakouts but often the question is okay how do you even start like how do you change a governance system you know most people don't even like we don't walk around thinking about governance systems and now you want to change the government system like what's that right and how do you even do that and in particular it distributed governance system where there's so much power in different places it's not that you put something in one place and that's it you have to put it into many places and Empower many people to pick it up so that's not an easy task and of course we're very familiar with it because we see it all the time but I just wanted to point out that that is not as trivial really and the one thing that we find is really really useful to start is if people are excited and wanting to learn because as you can tell here these are people like the people that we've heard spoke about their system clearly as their own and many people at least the critical mass of people in an organization needs to really make it their own and deeply understand it because it's not it's it simply is not enough if it just works in one place because it needs to work in other places where there's power and where there are people and where there's work that wants to be done so that excitement and that learning is really often the entryway for people and um it is also from my point of view impossible to adopt the governance system without that informed consent right how do you adopt a governance system by consent you need to know about it and at that point just because it's I think one of the used most useful things that one can share with people at this stage where you're exploring and maybe dabbling a little or maybe you're just here because somebody said it might be worth it um is our experience and we've seen it so many times is that the first person in a group to encounter sociocracy often gets really excited and that's wonderful that's great and there's a little bit of a risk there because then the differential between the super excited person and the rest becomes bigger and bigger and then what happens is that the rest goes like okay what happened to Ted like all he talks about is this is the sociocracy thing that must be a really weird thing I'm sure that's a cult or whatever okay so the only antidote that we know is share it as early as possible don't walk the path alone right that's about doing these things together and that is really a big big piece of um advice that I want to share and I will leave Jerry the rest of the time

well what Ted was just sharing reminds me of a video I think maybe some of you have seen um there's a guy standing on a hillside uh with a bunch of people just sitting around having victims or whatever and this one guy starts dancing and you look at it like oh look at that weirdo he's dancing you know like what there's no music whatever he's just doing that and then a second person joins him and that changes everything now there's two people dancing and it's getting curious and then a few more people get up and soon you have practically the whole Hillside dancing just because so it's that second person that makes that difference uh the one person's just a weirdo but once a second person joins and more people join then okay there's something here that's worth paying attention to let's have some fun

um I want to just maybe a couple of underline some of the things that were said um I don't have any so much new to say but I liked a lot of what I heard one of the things I that I think about is how the process of rounds in particular but all of sociocracy really helps people find and claim their voice people who wouldn't have spoken up before in large groups uh now uh you know now now can speak up because it's their turn and they're not going to get interrupted I know that there's uh sometimes I speak like this and I pause and if I'm kind of in a free-for-all group in that very post somebody would have already jumped in and I wouldn't get to finish my thought so that kind of protected Sacred Space for each person to speak what they want to say and that for some of us who are new to speaking up uh we may kind of feel a little shy and embarrassed at first but over time we start realizing this is a safe space I can speak up and I can disagree and people can disagree with me and it's okay so this whole notion of finding and claiming our voices no matter what background we've come from that may have shut us down uh to me is really core um spreading leadership around as I think it already has been said about some of the folks that were presenting multiple roles in the group that people can play uh distributed Authority so circles have more authority to do things um so more people are playing more significant roles and that is more enjoyable uh and is less prone to all the problems of of power over that we so much want to escape from

um the importance of feedback uh talked about um like what the domain confusion and how do you just how do you deal with with the impact of one circle's impact on the work of another Circle uh that's a really insignificant issue you do have any parent circle to the you know well what I often talk about in my where I live one of the domain clarifications I talk about is if the branch is on the tree it's in the domain of the Landscape Group if the branch is on the ground it's in the domain of buildings and grounds so landscape's roof domain is to try to keep the branches on those trees but once the storm comes or whatever and some branches are down and its buildings and grounds responsibility to clear them out and take care so it's that that kind of level of clarity you know that you need to work out between you and you can do that when you meet either As Leaders of different groups or in your parents circles where different where leaders and delegates have different circles are meeting whatever also with responsive with with the impact of the some of the decisions that you make in a small group that you know impact a lot of other people in the congregation comes along just the responsibility to get appropriate level feedback I always think of this situation that happened in a co-housing group that I'm that I had just recently helped Implement sociocracy in they had just adopted sociocracy in one of the circles responsible for the community building went and changed the function of one of the rooms it had been a kid's room and now it became an arts and crafts room and the next day people came into this space and went what happened here whoa they changed the room they could just do that oh oh sociopathy is like this

at the rest of us without talking to us I'm not I'm against it okay so that was the learning it's like yes changing the function of that room is in that circle's response domain and responsibility but they needed to get feedback before they would make a change like that that would impact others for example this was supposed to be an intergenerational community and they didn't really have any kids anymore so that was why they might change the function of that room but if they kept it as a kid's room then not only the relatives and the grandchildren could come and play but new people coming in to say oh look look at this really nice room this is a commitment of the community uh for the well-being of children and so yes now they are these that room is now a kid's room and they do have uh young children in that Community now

there's a few other things I want to say um I just like what I heard about the importance of evaluation uh you know how do we how do we continually improve evaluate our policies uh we evaluate you know how we're doing in our performance of our roles um and none of that is about punishment it's all about what are we doing well how could we do it better um

yeah maybe I'll stop there give us the good quality time that we want in breakout groups um thank you Renee thank you both um oh it's wonderful and the iterative process too I just remember Ben talked about the iterate you know the iterative process is really how everything improves and how the communication happens and stuff

